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Login As  Lecturer
YOUR CLASS :
Home Class MGMT6046 - Management Science
Management Science
Management Science course includes basic concepts of quantitative business analysis as making numerical analysis and critical
thinking to solve economic and business problems in making business decisions, that give a real picture of an operational problem
in the production process, both goods, and services. Management Science continues to provide undergraduate students with a solid




Teaching and Learning Strategies
Textbook
You have online student in this class.
LO1 identify the concept of quantitative business analysis in business decision making
LO2 explain the numerical analysis concept properly in business decision making





Barry Render, Ralph M. Stair, Jr., Michaele E. Hanna, and Trevor S. Hale. (2018). Quantitative Analysis for Management. 13.
Pearson Education. Harlow, Essex. ISBN: 9781292217659.
LF21-LEC
No Class Schedule
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1 1801391053 NOPIAN 26 6 26 2
2 1801409366 MUHAMMAD ILHAM GHAZY 26 6 26 0
3 1801427394 BERNARDY GHAZIADININGRAT 26 6 26 0
4 1801432015 DESSY WIDIASTUTI 26 6 26 2
5 1901458803 HARRY TJAHJADI PUTRA 26 6 26 1
6 2001538446 DAVID KRISMAN MANGARAHONTUAPURBA 26 6 26 1
7 2001565554 M. FAUZI ZAMZAMI 26 6 26 0
8 2001565913 AINUN NISSA 26 6 26 2
9 2001573890 REFANY WIDYA YOGANINGTIAS 26 6 26 0
10 2001573985 ALNANDA OMEGA YUSIYUANA 26 6 26 1
11 2001575196 EGGI NARULITA SARI 26 6 26 1
12 2001589516 BRYAN ARSWENDA 26 6 26 0
13 2001593122 ALFIN NADEAK 26 6 26 1
14 2001593381 RIFKY FATHQURRACHMAN MAULADANI 26 6 26 2
15 2001603810 ANDI RANDIRGA ARUNG PERKASA 26 6 26 1
16 2001610431 ARIQ ZUHDA MAKARIM 26 6 26 0
17 2001621731 RORY RIVALDO 26 6 26 0
18 2001623592 FARIZ FILZA 26 6 26 0
19 2101646331 IVAN FADILLA RASHIF 26 6 26 0
20 2101710643 KHAFID APRIANSYAH 26 6 26 0
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MARK SUMMARY
2019, Even Semester
Course id : MGMT6046 - Management Science
Class : LF21
Lecturer : D4998 - Dr. Mulyono, S.E., M.M.







1 1801391053 NOPIAN 81 81 70 78 B
2 1801409366 MUHAMMAD ILHAM GHAZY 83 84 65 78 B
3 1801427394 BERNARDY
GHAZIADININGRAT
83 79 65 77 B
4 1801432015 DESSY WIDIASTUTI 81 84 79 82 B+
5 1901458803 HARRY TJAHJADI PUTRA 82 78 95 85 A-
6 2001538446 DAVID KRISMAN
MANGARAHONTUA PURBA
82 79 85 82 B+
7 2001565554 M. FAUZI ZAMZAMI 84 82 82 83 B+
8 2001565913 AINUN NISSA 81 78 84 81 B+
9 2001573890 REFANY WIDYA
YOGANINGTIAS
85 84 85 85 A-
10 2001573985 ALNANDA OMEGA
YUSIYUANA
82 79 78 80 B+
11 2001575196 EGGI NARULITA SARI 82 83 95 87 A-
12 2001589516 BRYAN ARSWENDA 83 82 77 81 B+
13 2001593122 ALFIN NADEAK 82 80 84 82 B+
14 2001593381 RIFKY FATHQURRACHMAN
MAULADANI
81 82 84 83 B+
15 2001603810 ANDI RANDIRGA ARUNG
PERKASA
82 79 77 80 B+
16 2001610431 ARIQ ZUHDA MAKARIM 83 79 86 83 B+
17 2001621731 RORY RIVALDO 83 82 85 84 B+
18 2001623592 FARIZ FILZA 83 84 70 80 B+
19 2101646331 IVAN FADILLA RASHIF 80 78 85 81 B+
20 2101710643 KHAFID APRIANSYAH 80 78 92 83 B+
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